Recalculating the value equation

Factor™ seating recalculates the value equation for work chairs with adjustable lumbar support, weight sensing synchro-tilter mechanism, and fixed or adjustable arms. Choose from three contemporary frame finishes and a spectrum of mesh colors. You just won’t believe the price.

Seating shown in LUUM Cross Dye, Artichoke with Lime mesh backs, Cloud frames and bases.
Lightweight, intuitive design

- Integrated backrest handle makes it easy to move the chair between spaces.
- Arm caps will match the selected frame color (Black or Shadow). Cloud frame comes with coordinating Fog arm caps.
- Available with fixed, forward swept arms.
- Highly resistant, soft touch self-skinned urethane arm caps provide an easy grip.
- Front angled seat edge reduces pressure on legs for better blood flow.

Seating shown in Momentum Millennium, Geode with Eggplant mesh back, Cloud frame and base.
For collaborative applications in flex and touchdown spaces, Factor goes wherever you choose to work. The lightweight chair has an integrated backrest handle that makes it easy to move between spaces throughout the day. Its sleek profile and monochrome frame finishes complement a range of interiors.

Seating shown in Momentum Infinity, Aluminum with Silver Grey mesh back, Cloud, Shadow and Black frames and bases.
Adjusts to your day

- Raise or lower to support your forearms with optional height adjustable arms and height adjustable arms with side sliding armcaps
- Side activated seat depth supports a range of body shapes (standard on weight sensing synchro-tilter mechanism)
- Seat lowers gently with standard Soft Descent™ pneumatic lift
- Contoured molded foam cushion offers comfort and support

Seating shown in Momentum Infinity, Aluminum with Silver Grey mesh back, Shadow frame and base.
### Arm adjustments

| Side sliding armcaps |

### Arm options

- Fixed arms
- Height adjustable arms
- Height adjustable arms with side sliding armcaps

### Mechanisms

- Weight sensing synchro-tilter mechanism
- Tilter mechanism
- Task mechanism

Sit, stretch and recline. Factor’s adjustable lumbar support flexes independently on each side to respond to your seated movements. Back height, seat depth, arm and mechanism options support a range of body types and applications.

Seating shown in Momentum Infinity, Aluminum with Silver Grey mesh back, Shadow frame and base; and shown in LUUM Cross Dye, Artichoke with Lime mesh back, Cloud frame and base.
A closer look

Mid and high backs are upholstered in a breathable mesh that offers continuous support.

Mesh backs are available in a variety of colors that can be coordinated with textiles from the Global textile program.

Durable, lightweight frame.

Lumbar support flexes independently on each side.

Height adjustable lumbar support provides personalized comfort and is standard on all models.

Seating shown in Momentum Infinity, Aluminum with Silver Grey mesh back, Shadow frame and base.
Make it yours

Models

High back

High back, armless

Medium back

Medium back, armless

Medium back stool

Medium back stool, armless

Seating shown in Momentum Infinity, Aluminum with Silver Grey mesh backs, Cloud and Shadow frames and bases.
Factor’s mesh back is available in 12 brilliant colors that reflect the latest workplace trends. A selection of coordinating seat upholstery is offered through Global’s textile program.
Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications. Front and back covers: Seating shown in LUUM Cross Dye, Artichoke with Lime mesh back, Cloud frame and base.